My Profile as GFZ Alumni
My current position:
Group/Team leader at the Bundesgesellschaft f. Endlagerung mbH

My PhD experience at:
Leibniz Universität Hannover

My Postdoc experience at:
2.5 years in France, 2 years in Arizona USA and 3 years in Potsdam

Ask me about:
international academic research experience and career paths

Contact via:

Dr. Sarah B. Cichy

GFZ career center or LinkedIn

What I enjoy most about my job:
The interdisciplinary approach and the interaction with colleagues, State and Federal Agencies as well as with academic
researchers and the general public; applying my knowledge to a new topic that is of public concern, timely manner and
social importance;

As a bigger picture, my work has the purpose:
The aim of the repository search is to find a deep geological site in Germany for the disposal of high-level radioactive
waste that offers the best possible safety for one million years.

Common biased opinion about my work field:
As a "lab rat" (lab manager) and researcher in mineralogy/petrology/volcanology with a strict, long-lasting academic
background, your skills and experiences are not interesting to industry or federal employers.

A skill-set I think is useful for a position like mine:
background in (academic) research; experience in writing reports (in German and English) and in communicating results to
the broad public; very good knowledge of (German) regional geology; diverse software (and programming) skills; team
leading and conflict management experience (also advanced training courses possible)

A crucial factor to get my current job:
being able to look beyond ones research topic (looking at the big picture), to have gathered experience in research
management and public outreach activities, as well as having good organisational and people skills.

My recommendation to a postdoc aiming for a career outside academia:
It's best to know your career goals already before starting a PhD, but latest during your first Postdoc; attend softskill
classes such as team leading/mentoring and presentation skills; having a good network inside and outside academia is
very important;
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